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Lattice dynamics, low-temperature electrical transport, and high-temperature thermoelectric properties

of (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 thin films on different substrates are reported. Pulsed laser deposition under

optimized conditions yielded single-phase polycrystalline skutterudite films. Raman spectroscopy

studies suggested that In and Yb dopants occupy the cage sites in the skutterudite lattice.

Low-temperature electrical transport studies revealed the n-type semiconducting nature of the films

with extrinsic and intrinsic conduction mechanisms, in sharp contrast to the degenerate nature reported

for identical bulk samples. Calculations yielded a direct bandgap close to 50 meV with no evidence of

an indirect gap. The carrier concentration of the films was identical to that reported for the bulk and

increased with temperature beyond 250 K. The higher resistivity exhibited is attributed to the

enhanced grain boundary scattering in films with a high concentration of grains. The maximum power

factor of �0.68 W m�1 K�1 obtained at 660 K for the film on glass is found to be nearly four times

smaller compared to that reported for the bulk. The observed difference in the power factors of the

films on different substrates is explained on the basis of the diffusion of oxygen from the substrates

and the formation of highly conducting CoSb2 phase upon the oxidation of CoSb3. VC 2011 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3651382]

I. INTRODUCTION

CoSb3-based skutterudites have been attracting consid-

erable research interest owing to their high Seebeck coeffi-

cient (a) and high electrical conductivity (r).1–4 The

complex crystal structure of CoSb3 provides a favorable

framework to reduce the otherwise larger thermal conductiv-

ity (j) of CoSb3 and enhance the dimensionless thermoelec-

tric figure of merit, ZT¼ a2rT/j. The desirable reduction in

thermal conductivity can be achieved by filling the two natu-

rally formed voids in CoSb3 with guest atoms that can sub-

stantially impede the lattice phonon propagation.5–10 The

weak interaction between the guest atom and the host lattice

enables incoherent rattling motion of the guest species. Gen-

erally, the rattling frequency is not unique and, hence, the

guest atoms are treated as classical Einstein oscillators.11

The low-frequency rattling of the guest atom effectively

scatters the acoustic phonons without significantly altering

the electrical properties and, hence, enhances the ZT. Hence,

filled skutterudites form a class of phonon-glass electron-

crystals (PGEC),12,13 which are promising candidates for ef-

ficient thermoelectric energy conversion. The scattering of

phonons is found to be more pronounced in double-filled

skutterudites, wherein the filler atoms are distinct in size and

atomic weight, so as to facilitate dual-frequency resonant

scattering.14–16 Recently, high ZT has been demonstrated in

bulk (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 grown by spark-plasma sinter-

ing.14,17,18 The incorporation of In and Yb is reported to help

reduce the lattice thermal conductivity without significantly

altering the power factor (a2rT), thereby resulting in an

enhanced ZT as compared to undoped CoSb3.
17

Further reduction in lattice thermal conductivity is pos-

sible in thin films because interfaces and grain boundaries in

low-dimensional systems effectively scatter phonons.19,20 It

will be of both fundamental and practical significance to

examine the thermoelectric properties of thin films of (In,

Yb)-doped CoSb3 on different substrates of practical signifi-

cance. Moreover, the available reports on the growth,21–23

transport, and structural properties24–27 are either limited to

CoSb3 films or on thermoelectric properties of filled CoSb3

films.27 For instance, Caylor et al.22 and Colceag et al.28

have studied the influence of growth conditions on the phase

purity, crystallinity, and morphology of CoSb3 thin films

grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD). Savchuk et al.24

have studied the carrier transport mechanisms in CoSb3 thin

films grown by dc magnetron sputtering. Song et al.19 have

analyzed the influence of different scattering mechanisms on

the significant reduction in thermal conductivity of PLD

grown CoSb3 thin films and superlattices as compared to the

bulk. Ziepl et al.27 have reported high electrical resistivity in

Yb-doped CoSb3 films grown by PLD, but no physical expla-

nation was provided. Similarly, lattice dynamics of skutteru-

dites have been studied by ab initio methods, inelastic x-ray

scattering,11 and Raman spectroscopy.29–31 Raman spectros-

copy studies on skutterudites however are limited to undoped

and filled CoSb3 bulk materials, and hardly any reports are

available on Raman scattering studies of filled or unfilled

CoSb3 thin films. It is important to identify whether the dop-

ant atoms enter the void structure of CoSb3 or substitute the

lattice points. Presence of InSb and Yb2O3 secondary phases

have been recently reported in CoSb3 bulk materials filled

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

husam.alshareef@kaust.edu.sa.
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with (In, Yb) casting doubt on whether all the dopants indeed

occupy the cage positions. Raman spectroscopy studies of

(In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 films may help resolve this to a larger

extent.

Recently, we have reported the high-temperature ther-

moelectric properties of (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 films grown

by PLD.32 Detailed studies on the conduction mechanisms of

(In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 are important from both a fundamen-

tal and applications point of view of this important class of

thermoelectric materials. In this work, we report the lattice

dynamics and transport properties of (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3

thin films grown under optimized conditions on four differ-

ent substrates and analyze the high-temperature thermoelec-

tric properties of the films on the basis of diffusion of

oxygen across the film-substrate interface.

II. METHODS

A. Growth of films

The films were deposited using PLD of spark plasma

sintered (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 target (In0.1Yb0.1Co4Sb12).

The details of the synthesis of the target can be found else-

where.14 The PLD growth chamber was evacuated to

<10�7 Torr, and 10 mTorr of argon gas was allowed into the

chamber prior to deposition. The introduction of argon is

expected to result in a better thermalization of the species in

the ablation plume. The target-substrate distance was held

fixed at 9 cm. All the different substrates were held using sil-

ver paste to a rotating substrate holder having a radiant

heater arrangement. The use of silver paste is reported to

reduce isotropic compressive stresses that cause blistering of

the surface of CoSb3 films.28 The large target-substrate dis-

tance, the presence of argon gas, and the use of silver paint

ensured that all the grown films were free of blistering.

A KrF excimer laser (248 nm) with pulse duration of

20 ns and repetition rate of 10 Hz was used for ablation. An

optimized laser fluence of 260 mJ/pulse (corresponding to an

energy density of 4.6 J/cm2) was found to be above the abla-

tion threshold. Films were deposited on glass (Fisher Scien-

tific, USA), single-crystal quartz (X-cut, MTI Corporation,

USA), h100i oriented MgO (MTI Corporation, USA), and

thermally grown amorphous SiO2 covered Si (Si/SiO2) sub-

strates maintained at a temperature of 533 K. The number of

shots was limited to 20,000 for all the films and, hence, the

thickness of the films was fixed (�200 nm). The films grown

under the optimized conditions were subjected to a heat

treatment in argon ambient for 14 h, wherein the temperature

of the furnace was slowly ramped to 700 K and cooled to

room temperature. The surface roughness of the as-deposited

films was �3 nm and increased to �14 nm upon heat treat-

ment.32 All the studies reported in this work were performed

on the heat-treated films.

B. Characterization, electrical transport, and
thermoelectric measurements

Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) measure-

ments were carried out using D8 Discover, Bruker AXS

(Germany) on the films at a grazing angle of 0.5� to analyze

the phase purity of the films. Raman Spectroscopy was used

to verify the phonon frequencies of the films. Raman spectra

were acquired using a confocal Raman spectroscope (Lab-

RAM ARAMIS, Horiba-Jobin Yvon, USA) equipped with

holographic gratings of 1800 grooves/mm. The 488-nm line

of an Arþ-ion laser was used for excitation. The spectral re-

solution used was �1 cm�1. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) equipped with energy dispersive analysis by x rays

(EDAX) and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) was

used to identify the chemical composition of the films as

well as to probe the interface of the films with the substrates.

EDAX spectra were obtained from different areas of the

films and the composition of the films was determined after

applying suitable ZAF corrections to the data (Z is the

atomic number of the material, A is absorption, and F is fluo-

rescence). Co and O core-loss signal intensity is measured

along an EELS line scan perpendicular to the interface to

gather information pertaining to the interface. The length of

the scan lines is varied until stable signals of Co and O are

obtained on either side of the physical interface.

Low-temperature electrical conductivity and Hall Effect

were measured in the temperature range from 5 to 350 K on a

Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum

Design) using a four-probe configuration. The magnetic field

was swept between 65.0 T at each temperature to obtain a

slope leading to the Hall coefficient, RH. By assuming a sim-

ple band model, the carrier concentration was estimated using

the relation n¼�1/(e.RH). Employing the linear four-probe

and differential methods, respectively, high-temperature elec-

trical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient of the films were

measured in the temperature range from 300 to 660 K using a

Seebeck tester (Ozawa RZ2001i). For the Seebeck coefficient

measurement, the typical temperature difference was limited

to the range 2–6 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization: GIXRD and EDAX

The phase purity of the films was verified by GIXRD.

Figure 1 shows the GIXRD pattern, together with the h–2h
pattern for the target. Films on the different substrates show

identical GIXRD patterns. Similar to the target, the films are

polycrystalline and single-phase in nature and the peaks could

be indexed based on the cubic structure of CoSb3 (space

group: Im-3, number 204). Any trace secondary phases that

may be present in the film are beyond the detection limit of

GIXRD. The lattice constant of the films and the target is

9.131 Å, and lies between the reported values for bulk cubic

CoSb3 (9.12 Å) and In0.25Yb0.25Co4Sb12 (9.158 Å).33 The

mean crystallite size of the films calculated using Scherrer for-

mula is �40 nm. EDAX was performed on different regions

of the films, and the results showed that the nominal composi-

tion of the films was roughly 2.4 at. % In, 2.7 at. % Yb, 23.9

at. % Co, and 71.0 at. % Sb.

B. Raman spectroscopy: Sb vibration modes

Films on all the substrates showed identical Raman

spectra. Room temperature Stokes Raman spectrum of the

083710-2 Sarath Kumar, Cha, and Alshareef J. Appl. Phys. 110, 083710 (2011)
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film is shown in Fig. 2, together with the Lorentzian fits to

the experimental data. The peak positions (�) and line widths

(D�) of the Lorentzian fits are displayed in Table I. The

assignment of the modes was based on the Raman studies of

unfilled bulk CoSb3 by Nolas et al.30 and the ab initio calcu-

lations by Rotter et al.11 The Raman active modes are due to

the relative motions of the Sb atoms and do not involve any

motion of the Co sublattice even in unfilled CoSb3.
31 The Sb

atoms in pure CoSb3 move with respect to one another in

such a way that the center of mass of the Sb in the unit cell is

fixed. The phonon frequencies obtained for the films match

well with those predicted and reported for unfilled

CoSb3,11,30,34 which confirms the formation of the skutteru-

dite phase and suggests that the dopants do not substitute for

Sb, but occupy the voids in the crystal structure. The

enhancement of the phonon linewidths is further proof of the

filling of voids by (In, Yb). Nolas et al.30 have observed sim-

ilar increase in phonon widths in (Ge, Sn)-doped CoSb3

bulk, which was ascribed to the dynamic disorder produced

by the dopant atoms that affect the bonding of Sb atoms that

define the voids. It is clear from the broadening of the Raman

active modes that In and Yb dopants rattle inside the voids

of CoSb3 and, hence, the thermal conductivity of the films

must be very low compared to unfilled CoSb3. In fact, the

films were highly susceptible to laser heating effects during

Raman measurements, which further support the possible

low thermal conductivity of the films.

C. Low-temperature electrical transport

In Fig. 3, we plot the electrical conductivity, from 5 to

660 K, of the films. For the whole temperature range, resistiv-

ity decreases with increase in temperature, which is typical of

a semiconductor. The low-temperature semiconducting behav-

ior is similar to what has been previously reported for CoSb3

single crystals35 and is attributed to the high quality of the

thin films. The semiconducting nature of the films is strikingly

in contrast with the degenerate or metallic nature of the tar-

get.17 The drastic change in the conduction mechanism of the

films will be discussed later. The high-temperature electrical

resistivity of the films is shown as an inset to Fig. 3 to empha-

size the difference in the electrical resistivity of the films on

FIG. 1. (Color online) GIXRD patterns of the films. The XRD pattern of the

target is also shown for comparison.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Raman spectra of (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 film. The ex-

perimental data is shown by open circles and the overall fit by the solid

black line. The individual Lorentzian line shapes are shown by the respec-

tive dashed lines. The identified phonon modes are marked.

TABLE I. Peak positions, � and linewidths (FWHM), D� (in cm�1) from

Lorentzian fits to the Raman active modes for the In0.1Yb0.1Co4Sb12 film to-

gether with that reported for unfilled CoSb3 crystallite,30 the theoretically

predicted zone center frequencies,11 and the associated assignment of

modes.

In0.1Yb0.1Co4Sb12 film �, D� CoSb3 crystallite �, D� CoSb3 theory �

109 (Fg), 3 110 (Fg), 2 97 (Fg)

135 (Eg), 6 135 (Eg), 2 139 (Eg)

149 (Ag), 11 � 150 (Ag)

153 (Fg), 5 152 (Fg), 3 157 (Fg)

171 (Fg), 13 176 (Fg), 2 178 (Fg)

183 (Ag), 10 179 (Ag), 2 179 (Ag)

186 (Eg), 3 187 (Eg), 2 182 (Eg)

FIG. 3. (Color online) Temperature variation of electrical resistivity of the

films. The high-temperature resistivity measured using the linear four-probe

technique is shown enlarged in the inset.

083710-3 Sarath Kumar, Cha, and Alshareef J. Appl. Phys. 110, 083710 (2011)
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the different substrates. It can be noted that the film on Si/

SiO2 is the least resistive, whereas that on MgO is the most

resistive. The reason for the difference in electrical resistivity

of the films will be discussed in the next section.

From Fig. 3, it is evident that the low-temperature portion

of the resistivity shows an extrinsic behavior wherein resistiv-

ity drops drastically with increase in temperature, whereas the

high-temperature portion of the resistivity exhibits a behavior

similar to what is expected for intrinsic semiconductors.

Assuming a single-band semiconductor with parabolic density

of states, the resistivity (q) of a semiconducting film can be

expressed as

q ¼ 1

nel
; (1)

where n is the carrier concentration, l is the carrier mobility,

and e is the elementary charge. The bandgap of the intrinsic

semiconductor can be obtained from the Arrhenius relation,

q ¼ q0 expðD=TÞ; (2)

where q0 is the pre-exponential constant, 2D ¼ Eg

(bandgap), and T is the absolute temperature. Hence, a plot

of ln(q) versus 1/T is usually used in estimating the bandgap

of semiconductors. Figure 4 shows such a plot for the data

shown in Fig. 3. The linear fit in the plots was obtained in

the high-temperature region, above 250 K. The bandgaps

extracted from the fits are presented in Table II. Using band-

structure calculations, Singh and Pickett36 have predicted a

very narrow direct bandgap of 50 meV, flanked by a pseudo-

gap of 0.5 eV, for undoped CoSb3. Mandrus et al.35 have

reported the existence of the direct-gap and a pseudo-gap of

0.31 eV in high-purity single crystals of CoSb3, closely

matching the theoretical prediction. Savchuk et al.24 have

observed a pseudo-gap of 0.33 eV in CoSb3 thin films pre-

pared by dc magnetron sputtering. Our values for the intrin-

sic bandgap of the films match reasonably well with that of

CoSb3 single crystals. However, there is no evidence of an

indirect bandgap in our films. The introduction of filler

atoms is expected to change the band structure of CoSb3,10

and, hence, doping of In and Yb must be the reason behind

the disappearance of the pseudo-gap. From Fig. 4, it is also

evident that the curves deviate from the rigid linear depend-

ency as temperature decreases. A change from intrinsic to

extrinsic conduction mechanism at low temperatures can

well explain the observed deviation. The (In, Yb) dopants

can introduce donor levels in the bandgap of CoSb3, as is

evident from the increase in carrier concentration observed

with dopant concentration in (In, Yb)-doped bulk CoSb3.17

Moreover, undoped single-crystalline and polycrystalline

CoSb3 exhibits p-type conduction, whereas bulk polycrystal-

line In0.1Yb0.1Co4Sb12 exhibits n-type conduction.14 As will

be discussed later, we have obtained negative Seebeck and

Hall coefficients indicating n-type conduction in all the

films. Hence, the assumption that In and Yb dopants create

donor levels in the bandgap of CoSb3 can be justified. The

donor levels can contribute to the conduction in the extrinsic

(low-temperature) regime where the resistivity drops drasti-

cally with increase in temperature. Identifying the subtle

transition region from extrinsic to intrinsic conduction with

rise in temperature is difficult, however, because the In and

Yb dopants are more likely to create donor bands rather than

donor levels in the bandgap of CoSb3 and, hence, the

bandgap values reported in Table I are to be considered only

as approximate values.

The existence of two separate conduction mechanisms

in the films is further evident from the temperature variation

of carrier concentration shown in Fig. 5. For all the films,

carrier concentration remains almost constant in the tempera-

ture range from 5 to 250 K and increases steadily above

250 K. This should be expected if one considers the extrinsic

regime below 250 K, wherein impurity band conduction is

dominant and the depletion of impurity levels cannot con-

tribute additional carriers with an increase in temperature. In

FIG. 4. (Color online) ln (q) vs 1/T plot for the films. The linear fits to the

high-temperature region above 250 K are also shown.

TABLE II. Calculated transport properties at 300 K of the films and that reported for the target.

Electrical resistivity Bandgap Carrier concentration Hall mobility Seebeck coefficient Power factor

Film on (60.01 mX cm) (meV) (60.01� 1020 cm�3) (60.1 cm2 V�1 s�1) (61 lV K�1) (60.01 W m�1 K�1)

Quartz 6.39 65 1.36 7.2 �154 0.11

MgO 7.16 47 2.69 3.2 �90 0.03

Si/SiO2 5.45 44 3.00 3.5 �58 0.02

Glass 6.65 64 1.19 7.9 �160 0.12

Targeta 0.76 � 2.00 40.6 �150 0.89

aRef. 17.
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the high-temperature regime above 250 K the intrinsic con-

duction sets in, raising the concentration of carriers steadily.

The room temperature carrier concentration of the films is

comparable to that of the target (see Table II). However, the

resistivity of the films is higher as compared to that of the

target and is detrimental to the thermoelectric power factor.

Because the films exhibit a semiconducting behavior, and

the target a metallic behavior, the difference in resistivity is

higher (by an order of magnitude) at 300 K and lower

(roughly two times) at 660 K. The enhanced resistivity of the

films is a direct result of the nanocrystalline nature of the

films. The typical grain size of the films was in the range

20–50 nm (comparable to the crystallite size as determined

by GIXRD), which is much smaller than that of the bulk

(1–10 lm). Hence, the number of grain boundaries per unit

volume in the films is much larger compared to that of bulk.

Evidently, the higher resistivity of the films stems from the

enhanced scattering of carriers because of the high concen-

tration of grain boundaries.

Because the carrier concentration of the films and the

bulk are in close agreement (see Table II), the enhanced re-

sistivity in the films implies a reduced carrier mobility. The

carrier mobility of polycrystalline films is usually affected

by high potential barrier for the charge carriers at the grain

boundaries. The Hall mobility of our films is indeed lower

compared to that of the bulk (see Table II), which is evi-

dently because of the enhanced grain boundary scattering. It

is to be noted here that different scattering mechanisms can

affect the carrier mobility of the films. In the extrinsic con-

duction regime, the scattering is predominantly because of

ionized impurities, which result in a T3/2 dependence of car-

rier mobility according to the expression,

limpurity �
1

Nim�1=2
T3=2; (3)

where T is the absolute temperature, Ni is the density of ion-

ized impurities, and m* is the carrier effective mass. In poly-

crystalline films, the grain boundary scattering influences the

carrier mobility according to the relation,

lgrain �
L

T1=2
e
� Eb

KBT

� �
; (4)

where L is the grain size, Eb is the average potential barrier

height at the grain boundaries, and KB is the Boltzmann

constant.

From the earlier discussion on the conduction mechanisms

in the films, one must expect the mobility of the films in the

low-temperature region to depend on both Eqs. (3) and (4).

To further validate this point, we plot the calculated Hall mo-

bility of the films as a function of temperature in the inset to

Fig. 5. The mobility of the films slowly increases as the tem-

perature increases, suggesting scattering by ionized impurities.

However, a rigid T3/2 dependence (as indicated by the dotted

lines in the inset to Fig. 5) is not observed, which implies that

grain boundary scattering also is relevant at all temperatures.

At temperatures above 250 K, there is marked deviation from

the T3/2 behavior indicating the onset of intrinsic conduction.

The mobility tends to either saturate or slowly fall off above

300 K. In addition to the grain boundary scattering, carrier mo-

bility in this temperature regime is most likely dependent on

the acoustic-phonon scattering as per the relation,

lacoustic �
1

m�5=2
T�3=2: (5)

High-temperature mobility studies only can bring out

this dependence more clearly. Nevertheless, it is clear that

transport properties of the films are determined by different

scattering processes at different temperature regimes.

D. High-temperature Seebeck coefficient and power
factor

The temperature dependence of Seebeck coefficient of

the films is shown in Fig. 6. All the films exhibit a negative

Seebeck coefficient indicating n-type conduction. Undoped

CoSb3 is p-type and, hence, the n-type behavior shown by the

films is a result of the doping of In and Yb. The films on glass

and quartz exhibit Seebeck coefficients comparable to that of

FIG. 5. (Color online) Carrier concentration of the films as a function of

inverse temperature. Inset shows the calculated Hall mobility of the films as

a function of temperature along with a T3/2 fit (dotted line).

FIG. 6. (Color online) Measured high-temperature Seebeck coefficient of

the films.
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the bulk, whereas films on MgO and Si/SiO2 show inferior

properties (see Table II). The difference in the Seebeck coeffi-

cient of the films is in accordance with the observed electrical

resistivity, Hall mobility, and carrier concentration. For

instance, films on MgO and Si/SiO2 have higher carrier con-

centration, lower mobility, and lower electrical resistivity

compared to films on glass and quartz. Accordingly, the See-

beck coefficient of the film on MgO and Si/SiO2 is lower. The

power factor of the films as a function of temperature is plot-

ted in Fig. 7. The films on quartz and glass exhibit a better

power factor than the films on MgO and Si/SiO2. However,

because the electrical resistivity of the films is much higher

than the bulk, the maximum power factor (obtained in the film

on glass at 660 K) of 0.66 W m�1 K�1 is nearly four times

lower than that (2.7 W m�1 K�1) reported for the bulk.17

E. Oxygen diffusion and oxidation of CoSb3 at the
interface

The difference in the Seebeck coefficient, electrical re-

sistivity, and, hence, the power factor of the films can be

explained by considering the diffusion of oxygen across the

film-substrate interface. The Co and O depth profiles for the

films near the interface as measured using EELS are plotted

in Fig. 8. The interface region is marked by vertical slashed

lines in the plot, for each of the films. The vertical lines are

drawn at the point where the Co and O core-loss signals sta-

bilize. The thickness of the interface regions marked in the

plot is 4, 9, 10, and 8 nm, respectively, for films on quartz,

MgO, Si/SiO2, and glass substrates. The diffusion of oxygen

from the substrate to the films is limited to the interface

region in films on quartz and glass, whereas oxygen diffuses

to a much larger depth into the films (over 50 nm) on MgO

and Si/SiO2. This has been verified using EDAX depth

profiling (not presented here). The difference in the oxygen

diffusion profiles in the films can be explained based on the

structure, density, and composition of the substrates. Though

quartz and the SiO2 overlayer of the Si/SiO2 substrate are

chemically the same, quartz is single crystalline, whereas the

thermally grown SiO2 is amorphous. The glass substrate

used in the present study is also amorphous SiO2, but with

different impurities (such as Na, B, and Ca). The diffusion of

oxygen in crystalline SiO2 is much smaller compared to that

in amorphous SiO2 mainly because of the smaller diffusion

channels and larger energy barriers in crystalline SiO2.37 In

glass, the impurity atoms serve to minimize the diffusion of

oxygen by occupying the interstices.37 Elemental Sb is

reported to be the best reducing agent for MgO.38 Hence, it

is evident that amorphous SiO2 and MgO substrates favor

diffusion of oxygen much easier than single-crystal quartz or

impurity-doped glass. The role of In and Yb in the diffusion

of oxygen and any reaction processes is assumed to be negli-

gible because of the low concentration of these dopants.

The diffusion of oxygen across the interface can occur

during film deposition and post-deposition annealing. Oxida-

tion of undoped bulk CoSb3 exposed to air is reported to start

at �644 K and proceed through the formation of various in-

termediate oxides at high temperatures.39 The highest tem-

perature involved in the present studies is 700 K. Hence, we

consider only cubic a-Sb2O3 (formed at �644 K) and b-

Sb2O3, which in turn is oxidized to b-Sb2O4 (at �673 K),

because the other intermediate oxides are formed at tempera-

tures in excess of 773 K.39 Depending upon the diffusion of

oxygen from the substrate, the antimony oxides can form

only in the region near the interface, because the deposition

and annealing of the films were done in argon ambient. In an

inert ambient, CoSb3 decomposes into CoSb2 and elemental

Sb only at �773 K.40 Hence, the formation of CoSb2 in the

bulk of the films can be ruled out. The GIXRD studies con-

firm the absence of any detectable CoSb2 and oxide phases.

However, near the interface region where oxygen diffusion

is prominent, antimony oxides can be formed only at the

expense of CoSb3. Godlewska et al.40 have put forward a

multi-stage process for the oxidation of CoSb3, involving the

decomposition of CoSb3 into CoSb2 and Sb, and the oxida-

tion of the product species. From the above discussion, it is

reasonable to assume the presence of CoSb2 at the regions

FIG. 7. (Color online) Calculated power factor of the films as a function of

temperature.
FIG. 8. (Color online) Co and O core-loss signal along the EELS line scan

done perpendicular to the interface for the films. The x axis shows the length

of the line scans in nm from which the interface region can be quantified.

The interface region is marked by the vertical lines. To the left of the inter-

face is the film and to the right, the substrate.
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near the interface of the films, though it is absent in the bulk

of the films. CoSb2 is more electrically conducting and

shows an inferior Seebeck coefficient as compared to CoSb3,

and high electrical conductivity and very low Seebeck coeffi-

cient have been observed in (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 films with

CoSb2 secondary phases.32 Hence, better electrical conduc-

tivity and lower Seebeck coefficient should be expected in

films with more pronounced oxygen diffusion profile across

the interface, which is indeed observed.

IV. CONCLUSION

Single-phase polycrystalline (In, Yb)-doped CoSb3 films

have been deposited on multiple substrates using PLD. The

frequency of the Raman modes exhibited by the films match

closely with those reported for undoped bulk CoSb3, whereas

the enhanced phonon linewidths suggest the filling of the

voids by the dopant atoms. Low-temperature electrical trans-

port studies reveal the semiconducting nature of the films

with extrinsic and intrinsic conduction regimes, respectively,

below and above �250 K. The carrier concentration of the

films match well with that reported for the bulk, whereas the

resistivity is higher because the mobility is limited by the

enhanced grain boundary scattering brought on by the high

density of grain boundaries in the films. Ionized impurity

scattering is dominant at low temperatures in the films,

whereas acoustic-phonon scattering sets in at temperatures

above 300 K. The bandgap of the films was nearly 50 meV

and no pseudo-gaps were identified. Oxygen is found to dif-

fuse more from the MgO and Si/SiO2 substrates. The degra-

dation of CoSb3 at the interface into highly conducting

CoSb2 along with the oxidation of Sb, depending on the oxy-

gen diffusion from the substrates, is proposed to be the rea-

son behind the inferior power factor exhibited by films on

MgO and Si/SiO2 substrates. The films on glass and quartz

exhibit reasonable power factors at high temperatures,

though the maximum obtained value of 0.68 W m�1 K�1 is

nearly four times lower than that reported for the bulk.
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